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Abstract
Plovisionir.rg quality of selvice (QoS) in web servels has gained il'ullense importance.

To eusure pledged QoS, web selvice providers need control over the allocation of the
resources in theil web servers. Control is also necessaly

allocatior.r lhrough ploper service dlffèrentiation.

fol leaching the optimal resoulce

In this

thesis, we plopose and

investigate an analytic apploach that enâbles the service ploviders

to deploy a

differentia¡ed service policy that offers this control. The proposed service policy is
configurable by Lunable control parameters. We devise the relationships between the
perfolmance rrreasules and these paraneters by adopting a unique queueing theoretic
approach. Once tliese relationships are established, we descl'ibe how these palarnetets can
be set to their applopriate and optrmal values deper.rding on the objectives of the servìce

providers. We illustrate the usefulness of our approach by conducting the analysìs on a
real weh trace
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1 Introduction
Arlidst growing competition web selvice providers arc increasingly

becoming

interested to better selve their clients. The traditional approach of a best-effort single
class selvice policy

in web servers ale proving inadequate. There are several

Leasons.

First, the diverse set of competing services provided by web servels has different
performance requirenents. Second, rhe Ìequests

fol

tl.re

web contents conpete

limited resources in the web servers to get selviced. Moreover,

in

fol

the

shared hosting

làcilities, different business ând corporate organizations pay for hosting their web
contelìts and expect perfor:nances according to the amount they pay to arfange selvices

for their clients. The client satisfaction or expectations are often abstracted in the QoS
they receive and thus, the web selver has to be QoS awate. Such a QoS-aware web selvet'
adopts differentiated service policy to make sure that the clients are serviced according to

their expectations and the importance of the service rcquests. The service providers are
ofter.r

willing lo guarantee that cel'tain services or certain clienls get a predefined amount

of perfolr.nance fiom the server, while maintaining a best-effort apploach fol the rest. The
differentiated service policy has to be desigr.red to meet this requircment. In additìon to
meeting the guaraÍìtees, the service ploviders often look for reaching certaitì optinization
objectives. One exar.nple of such objectives could be to provide the optimum performance

for the besreffbrt requests, while maintaining the perfol'mance

guarantees

fot

QoS

requests. Pricing policies rnay also shape the optimization objectives, which can vaty

lalgely according to what the selvice providers are looking for to achreve.

One sirlple and straight f-orwald approach for deploying differentiated service is to

adopt priority queueing schernes

in the web server. A

number

of

research works

IAlMa98] [EgHe99] [BhFr99] have demonstrated that prioritized scheduling of requests in

web servers accordir.rg to their service requirements can give performance benefits to
sone plenium (high prioriry) class of requests over some non-prerlium (low priority)
lequests, The advantage of priority based schemes is that they are sirnple to implement
and ofTers ease of integralion into the existing web selvers. However, the strict priority
based schemes

fail to offer the desiled service differentiation when the service ploviders

need to contÌol the allocatron of web selver lesources to meet QoS guarantees. It offers

the differentiation without lhe means to control the differentiation. whereas the selvice

providers need some "controÌ knob"

in therl hands. Many admission control

and

scheduling algorithms [KaKnO2], [ChMoO2], [AbSh02], [LeLu04], [PaBa98] have been

ploposed in the literature to ofïer this control knob to the service providers. However,
they lack the srmplicity and ease of integlation enioyed by pdorjty based schemes.

In this lhesis, we plopose and investigate an analytic approach to obtain a controllable
service differentiatior.r policy based on the concept of dynamic priority queueing. Our
approach is fiee fr-om the drawbacks

of stl'ict pliolity based

scher.nes.

lt

can offel the

service provider the necessary control on resource allocation for meeting QoS guarantees

and f'or meeting the desired service differentiation objectives.
adÕption

of

advant¿lges

It

also obviates the

cornplex adr¡ission contlol and scheduling schemes and t'etains the

of sirnpÌicity and the ease of implementation of priority based schelnes.

The proposed selvice differentiation policy is sin-rilar to certain thleshoÌd-based

polling schemes as known

in the queueing

theory literature. One

of the ptime

contributions of this work is a unique solution to the resulting queueing model. All

existing solutions [GoLuO0], fHald9al, [BoKo95], [LcSe93] make an improper
assulrlption of exponential selvice time distlibutions in tlle server, As shown in rlany web
server related research efl-orts, this tissumption is far from true in a practical web selver.

Therefore, we need to devise a new soluLion to the model. Boxman et. al. [BoDo97]
deljves a solution consideling a general service tirne distlibution in the server, but theil'

solution

is linited to only two

Transfollr.rs (LST).

classes

of

requests and involves Laplace-Stieltjes

In contrast, we devise solutions for both two-class and multiclass

scenario without assuming exponential service time distribution. We adopt the powerful

matrix-geonetric method to the solution, which does not involve LSTs and thus, useful
numerical results required

fol

system engineering can be obtained from the resr:lting

analytical model.

We demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed approach in a practical scenalio by
conducting our analytic method on a real web trace. From the numerical t:esults and
analysis shown in the paper, we find that by adopting our method service ploviders can

obtain a service dil'ferentiation policy witli tunable control pafarneters, which they can set

to

appropliate values

to

ensule QoS guarantees and

to

reach desired service

diffel er.rtiation objectives.

This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, some lelevant background
preliminaries lelated

to the

and

addressed ploblem and oLlr proposed methodology are

exploled. Chapter 3 plovides an overview of the related lite¡ature and distinguishes the

contlibutions of the thesis. Lr Chapter ,1, we fotmulate the problem considet'ing two
classes of

tlaffic- QoS tl'affic and best-effort traffic

ar.rd

map the system into a two-queue

modeì. Chapter'4 also plovides the detailed solution approach for the rcsulting model. In

Chapter 5, we extend the systeln model to deal with multiple QoS classes of tlaffic alor.rg

with

a

best-effort class. Chapter 5 also shows the sreps for setting and optimizing control

parameters of the service policy. Chapter' 6 shows the results obtained from our analyLical

model when fed with real web tlaces and the validation of these ar.ralyticaÌ results by
simuìations. Chapter'7 states the conclusions, summarizes the contrìbutions of this thesis
;rnd po:sible lutule lesearch dilections.

2

Background and Preliminaries

In this thesis, we make extensive use of some queueing theoretic techniques

and

coDcepts incÌuding Markov chains, matrix-geometric nethods and phase-type sefvice
distributrons. We also find that, QoS in web servers has sone issues related to the choice

of performance

measuÍes and

exploling these background

tlaffic classification schemes. This chapter is

air.ned at

areas.

2.1 Markov Chains

Markov chains are ân impoltant type of stochastic process and are widely used to
model many applications analyzed by queueing theory and many other branches of
applied sciences and mathematics. This section aims to present a brief intloduction,
which would bc usefil f'or complehending the queueir.rg models

A

stochâstic process {X(ú):f >0} with finite state space

landom variables taking values

in O indexed by

ir.r

this thesis.

O is a family of discrete

a continuous pat'ameter /, thought

of

as

time. Markov chain is based on a very important condition on this stochastic process,
known as Markov property. Infonnally, the Markov property says that given the present,
the past and the future are independent. Suppose rhat we know the value of the process at

the /r increasing time points t¡ <t1 <
the plocess at time fk > f¡

1

..<t¡

1

and we desi¡e the conditional distr.ibution

of

. The Markov property says that this conditionaÌ distribution

depends or.rly on the lnost recently observed time

ar.rd

is iudependent ofpast events.

P(X(fk)=lk X(fo)-10.X(rj)= í:'" .X(tk,t) --ik r)=l'(X(úr)=rr X(t/.-l)-ik-i)
llowever', it is impoltant to note that Markov chain has historically been classified into

two classes according to the considered nature of the time points'. discrete tinte Markov

clnins (DTMC) itnd

cotrtitxLrous titne

Markov chains (CTMC). We adopt a continuous

time analysis in this thesis. Therefore, we shall focus on CTMC.

Each finite-state-space CTMC

is

compÌetely described

l:y an initiaL

probability

vectorp(0), whose lth elenent is Lhe probability that the chain begins in state I ar time
0, and an infirùtesintal raÍe (.)r generutor) matrir

Q-l,lil

. These two objects detelmine

the distribution ofp (f) , the vector of probabilities for each state at time ¡.
p (f

) will

be a 1x¿7 row vector

The ofÏ-diagonal elements

If

d

=lC) then

while Q is a dxd matrix.

of Q

are nonnegative and can be ir.rterpreted as the rate

of

transitions from l direcrly to./ grven the process is in staLe l. The diagonal eìerlrents of Q
equal the negative row sutìs of rhe off diagonal elements, so that

q¡¡=-Lq¡¡
¡*j
This implies that the row sums

of

Q equal 0:

( qo

qn.t

4"t.0 -4t

O- i
llio

:

l

4¡t

j
4t, j
4o,

;

qí,j

The dxd Murktv probubility truttsitiort ntrûrix P(t)=lpi,(¿)l contains the probabilities
that the chain is in state

j

at time

I,

given we began in state

i

for each pair of

states.

Tl'unsition rnltlices sati:,fy rhe explession
P(s +
f'or each s,

i) = P(s).P(l).

f )0 . We can also represent the transition matrices with a matrix exponential.
*
v
Dtt¡_.()l _ \- 'rÅ-'Å
z) Ll'
k=0 '''

for Q clefined as allove where we understand ç0 to be the tlxd identity matrix I with
ones dowÍr the main diagonaÌ and zeros elsewhere. We can write p ( t)

The dvvell tinrc (warting time) in state
exponentially dìstributed with rate

qí--qíí.

proirâbility that the transition is to state.l is

If we assume

Lhat the

I before a transition to

q¡¡

=

p (0) P(t)

.

some other stàte is

Given that a transition from

i

occurs, the

/q¡.

Markov chain is irreducible, mcaning that it is possible to get

fron any state i to ¿ìny statef in a finite arnount of time, it follows that the Matkov chaín
is positive recurrent, meaning that the expected retum time fol each state is finite. (For

infìnite state spaces, irreducibility need not irnply positive recunelce.) Tl.rese two
conditions suffice to imply the existence of a unique stationary distribution ¡ = {x¡} . I1

p(0)=rp(0), then

p(f)-r

for all t. In addition, the liniting transition probabilities

as

time goes to infìnity do not depend on the initial stâte and take tl.ìe values of the steady
state distributlon.

lim P(l)

= e.¡

Here ¿ is a column voctor consisting entirely of I's and of the same dimension as of

¡ . Notice that

the last expression is

t dxd matrix where each l'ow is r.

Finite-state-

space irreducible continuous-time Markov chains are also called ergodic. We assert that

ergodic Markov chains liave a unique stâtionary distribution, and that this distribution
may be found by finding the right-eigenvectol of Q associated with eigenvalue 0, so thât

r'Q=0
where 0 is a row vector where all elernents are 0.

An analysis of a system behaviol described through Markov chains often involves
fìr.rdirlg stationary distributions

for its states. Once these probabilities are obtained,

diffsrent performance measures of interests can be delived.
We shall conclude this sectiorì by giving an example of a Markov chain that describes
an M/M/1 queue. Requests arrive in the queue ¿ìt a rate

2 following

a Poisson process,

whiÌe the selvice lime in the servel is exponentiâlly distlibuted with a service completion
rafe

of lt. The

new

an

ival

state of the queue is desclibed by the nurnber of requests

increases the number

in the systen by

I

with a rate

in the system. A

)

and a service

completiou reduces the number of customers in the system with a rate¡r. Therefore, the
Iate matrix of the Markov charn will be as follows:

(-À À

0

0

0 oo

0
0
! -(À+/r\ À
0 u -()+u\ )
0
o=t
- i0
0
¡t -()./tt À
0
0
\),-tt)
tt
lo
\

"

00
00...1
0 0 ...
À 0 ...
"')

I

l

I

I

Markov chains are also presented pictolially where a node represents a state and arcs
sl.row transitions among the states

(Fig.

1).

p
Fig. 1. Makov Chaìn for an M/M/1 queue

2.2 Phase-type Distribution

The queueing system discussed

ir

the plevious section has Markovian sûucture and is

rnuch rrole easily tractable analyricalÌy than systems involving non-Malkovian parts. For
thc latter class of systems the mathematical machinely is rnole invoh'ed. A good property

ol'the fully Markovian systems is that they can be mapped directly to a CTMC, and due
to the melnoryless property it suffices to use a single number to describe the state of the
system and its future evolution. This single number

is the number of customers or

requests

in the system. Ur.rfoltunately, it is a serious rcsÍiction to stick with Markovian

systems.

If

the arrival or- the service times are no llìore exponentially distributed, the

Mmkov property does not hold anymore with

a single variable

for the state ìn the M¿u-kov

chain. There are two píncipal ways to deal with othel'selvice tìme distributions:

.

We may apply the f'ormulas derived for the MiGl1 systelns. However, if we want
more infomation than mean values you have to work with Laplace tfansforms
¿rnd

their inverses. This can become quite curnbersome.

. Tly to find a

"somehow Markovian" approximation

fol' the service time

distribution in questton.
The second way is indeed a v¿rlid one. The idea is to approximate an albitrary service
time distl'rbution B(t) by a so-called phase-type distriburion, which can be generated by
the operation of a Markov chain. Fol a detailed description on phase-type distribution see

[Neut75], in which Marcel Neuts intloduced its concept.

Given an arbitrary distribution functionB(f), the idea is to construct a finite CTMC

with n + 1 staLes. A number ru > 0 of

these states are transient states, and the

remaining n+I-1tt > 0 states are absor-bing states. Furthermore, a subset of states is
rnarked as start states. In general, a phase-type distrrbution is expressed by (B,5) where

S is the rate natlìx of tlansitiorrs among the

7n transient sLates and

B

is the probability

vector specifying the plobabilities of stafiing the Malkov chain at the corresponding start
states.

The r-andom variable genelated by the model and used to approximate the given
distribution is the tirne to reaclt one of the absolbing

staLes

flom the chosen stalt

state,

The selver of the given queueing system (with its albitrary selvice time distribution B(l) )

rs replaced by a selver with ir.rternal states. The transition process is just given by the

CTMC, and àt any time àt most one customer is allowed to be in the CTMC. A custolter
stalts at one of the stalt states (in case of multiple stat't states one of them is randomly
selected) and ploceeds through the transient states tô one of the absolbing states. As soon

10

âs an âbsoÍbing stâte is reached, the service

is fhished. The whoÌe service facility is seen

âs â box, which can hold at most one custoner and which has some internal state: we
have to specify at which state of the CTMC the custoÍìer culrently is.

To

r-rse

this apploach in queueing systems, we have to expand the state description of a

queueing system: wc have to specify the number of customers in the system as well as the

curlerìt state of the box, i.e. the state of the server-internal CTMC where the customer in
ser-vice currently is. The soÌution

of systerls whele rhe state description consists of two or

trrore coÍìponents is often ca;:r-ied out with the

[ât]:ix-geonetric method

The main f'ocus in the next section is on this solutìon method (the so-called matrixgeometric method) which allows solving queueing systems with phase-type distributions
and certain other queueing systems for their steady state vector.

2.3 Matrix-Geometric Method

Matr.ix-geometric method, introduced by Marcel Neuts [Neut81], has been used as a

powerful analytical tool for many queueing systems. The method is based on two
ingredients: the first one is to use matrices and vectors .instead of scalals, and the second

one is a certain heuristic obselvation. We have seen this heulistic observation in the
example presented

in

tl.re previous section. The observation

looking" solutions are found quite ofteu when the gcnerator

is that "geometrically
natlix Q

shows sorne

"regularity". The notion of a matrix comes into play, since the matrix-geometric rnethod
is developed

1'or

systens with vectorial state descriptions (i.e. where a state descr.lption

has at least two eÌements.

11

As an exarlple, consider the following fattened transition rnatrix, where we have used
tlre abbleviation a =2lt.+

):
-À0
2pa

o2p
00
a= 00
00
00

).

0

0

).

-û

0

2l!.
0

-n
2lt

0

0

0

0

00
00
.70
0À
a0

0 00
0 00
0 00
0 00
)" 00
2lt -o 0 ),0
o2p -a0.L

This matrix obviously has a repetitive structure. Furthermore, by folming the submatrices:

Boo

t-lt:

B¡.¡={

(-a

Bt't 2tr 0l '
-''J
An
we can write Q

^s

a

B'

,

O, , U

(o

,-(TJ

2ut

' io ; )'

f2 0l

l-a 0
0 2u,
,/'=l
_0,A,
lo ¡]
z¡,
lo ;)

nlüîrix rf matrices'.

lBo,o
Br.o

ao.t

A1

Ao

Bz.t

Ar

Aa

lArnrAa
t

(Please note that for the sake of clarity, we do not wrìte the zeto matrices appearing

the Q matrix, instead we keep the corresponding spaces blank).
1.2

in

In the

gener

al case, to which we focus our attention now, thc matrix Q again

is

written as a matrix of matrices and has the fbllowing structule:

Do.o Do.l
lp
Ð
l "1,0 '1.1
B.z.o Bzl
I

l At0

Ar Ao
B¡,0 B¡,r A2 Ar Ao
Bot B¿- A. At
)tson
i-"
::::l
l,

Ao

RoughÌy speaking, the nàtrices B¡.¡correspond to boundary states, and the matrices
,4¡

correspond to repetitive states.

Now, we have to find a steady

staLe

vectol

x = (x6, x1, xe

)

(the

x;

are vectors he[e),

whicl.r solves:

r'Q=0
x.e =7

To find a general solution for the gonerator matrìx, we then proceed by writing
balance equation for the repeating portton of tl.re pt'ocess:

lx¡-urAr=0'

i=2,3,

ft=0

We then guess a nratrix geornetric solution
x

j= xi_tR, j =2,3,

of that

,j=rtRi ', j=r,U,
Subsequently, R solves
13

a

L

R"

Ak-t).

/r=0

To determine a solution for the boundary states we must solve the following linear
equations
ts

(*o, tr

)

Bo,t

o.o

1Br,o
Ë Rk
Ë Rk-1ßr,r

k= 1

=0

k=I

These equafions do not permit a unique solution and we must use the nol malizing

condition
1-!D

=i*'"
=.roc+¡lIRt

le

j=1

= ro¿ +

After finding the .r¡ and Í1 , we

¡:r(1- R)-1¿

câD now detelmine the

fultl]et steady state vector

probabilities )íz, x3, . . by forrning matrix powers of R
x

i

= x.rPi-1

,

j=2,3,..

2.3.1 Quasi-Birth-Death(QBD)Processes

A birth-and*death process allows only adjacent ttansitions. The exarnple ìn section

2.1

is an exarrple of a birth-and-death plocess, Adding the name "quasi" rcflects that

the

nearest neighbol transitions ale inter?reted

in te¡ms of vector of states; state transitions

t4

âr:e

only possible on the same level or between adjacent levels. So, Quasi-Birth-Death

(QBD) plocesses wilì rypical.ly have the following form of Q n.ratrix:

(BC

n,., At.z
l, Az.t
Az.z A:.t
I

I

A3,.' A3.1
Aq.

A3.1

t Aq.q

Aq. s

I

However, there ale two important classes of QBD processes: level dependent and level
independent.

L]

¡he level dependent scenalio, the tlansition rate r'ìlatrices among the

neighboring stàte vectors change with the leveÌ of the vector states in the Malkov chain.
Level independent QBD processes, on the other hand, have repeated structute beyond the
boundaly srates:

(B

C

l, o. A(l
Az

I

At

Aal

A2

A1

Ar

Az At
I

i

Ao

')

Matrìx-geometr:ic method is directly applicable to such processes and the solutìon lbr
the bour.rdary states becomes:

tto. *, ) ll
t¿

CI
A1+ RA2 ) =0
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ând the solutiou

to R mairix is t1lole stÍaight forwald to obtain fì.om the following

equatìon:
Ao + RA1+ R2.'12

=0.

Level depender.rt QBDs sometirnes can be pal'titioned into level-independent QBDs
ancl wc can then apply the above solution procedure to each

of the blocks. The r.esults

lhen can be combined to get the required steady state computations.

Quality of Service (QoS) in Web Servers

2.4

QoS is closeÌy tied with the notion of perceived performances. However, ther€ are two
perspectives to view the scenarÌo. The web service providels

wiÌl obviously try to have

maxir.nuln utilization of the limited web server resouLces they posses. On the other har.rd.
the clients

will be expecting the per.formance to be compliant wrth what they

are paying

for'. So, in order to be competttive in the rnarket, the ploviders also need to include in
their objective the provisioniug of the maxinum satisfaction of the clients. Moreover,
web sel'vers have to handle difÏerent types of requests having different performance
constraints tllat have
pr-ovisioning

to be lnet to keep the service meaningful. As a resuÌt, eos

in web servers entails two

distinct issues: performance criteria

and

classificarion pol.icies.

Thloughput ar.rd utilizatior.r are two impot'tant benchmarts
performances

of web servers. Throughput is
I6

for

measuring the

defined as the uunber

of

requests

successfu.lly served per unit time by the server. Utilization refels to the fi'action of the
Lime the web servel-is busy selvìng lequests. However, the response tirne is

likely to be

the main performance criteria the clients will be interested in. Response time is the time

period between the molnent a request is submitted by a cÌient and the moment when the

reqllest

is fully

selved

by the

server'. The trend

in

rhe web server technological

development suggests that, when sevefal classes of traffic are handled by the web selvers,

the focus

of web

server performance

is shifttng fì-om

throughput arrd utilizatior.r

benchmarks [NaBa99] [BaCr99] [NiGe97] to guaranteeing delay bounds i.e. the response

times

fol

these different classes

of requests [AbStOl

]

[KaKnOO] [EgHe99] [AlMa98]

[ChMo99] [BhFr99]. These guarantees of response times are often expressed in terms of
statjstical àvcrages.
The issuc of tl'affic classification in web server QoS schernes may be accomplished by

different classification policies. The policies differ widely depending on the objectives of

the service provider as well as the types of contents provided.

It is often a common

prâctice to host different web sites in a single web server facility, because it is lnorc cost

effèctive both for the server owner and the web site owners. Such shared hosting facilities
then resort to the classification of the request objects hosted in them deper.rding on the
object ownerships. In general, the classificatioli policies, however, encompass a nuch

widel scope. The following list provides sone examples of classification policies that can
be implemerled:

o

Source-based: Some web sel:vers may

requests depending on the origin

facrlitate better senice

tly to dlfferentiate among the incoming

of the requests. The policy night be to

for some organization or

I1

geographical area. The

classifier looks into the incomíng HTTP or other application level packets to
determine this inforüation and puts the requests into the appropriate classes.
Content-based: Objects are usually stored in the server as files. The file types
can valy from nor-mal HTML to diffelent multilnedia types such as picturcs.
Servers have to handle dynamic objects as well. These objects are ct'eated in

the server by sorne programming intedace or scripts triggered by some user
requests. Scrving some objects might have to be done with higher priority

than some others. Fol example, credit card transactions night be given more

importance than the browsing tequest

in an online

shÕpping store. The

classifiel in this case has to analyze the urls requested and find out the type of
files being lequested.
Economics-based: ln shared hosting centels, payment by object owners in the

sen'el might detelmine the classification of the requesLs. Lt sorle cases, the
hosting center might reach some agreement on the service levels with the site
owners. The agreeìnents

will detail the payment structul€

or.r

the basis of the

quality or level of service expected. The classifier wilÌ have the infoÌnaLion
about the ownet'ship

of the objects hosLed in the server

and

will do the

classificâtion on the basis of the ownerships.
Popularity-based: Object populeu-ity often drives the classification pollcies in

many web ser-vers. To have gl'eater client saLisfaction, the more popular
objects should be given higher service priority than the less popular ones.

Popularrty

is often a

dynamically changing attribute for- sone particulã.

l8

object. However, the classifier can maintain separate pools of rcquests on the
basis of the ranges of popularities on the entire collection of objects.

o

Sìze-based: The sizes

of the requested objects might bc used for

request

classification in sorne web server scenario. Assigning priorities to objects on
the basis of their sizes has impact on the overall per'formance of the server. If

bigger objects are given higher priolity, then requesrs

fol the short

stzed

objects rnight suffer unwanted delays. On the otllel hand, serving larger sized

file with more priority may enhance the servel throughput.
However,

it is impoúant to note

thaL, the

term QoS can have much widel scope of

meaning other than the above discussed perforluance parameters. Diverse issues such as

seculity, âuthenticity can also be blought into the scope of negotiated QoS. Thts thesis
focuses on the performance aspects

of QoS and will

thus formulate the objectives

accordingly. Another ìmportant point we should make clear herc is that response times
should also include any queueing and transfer delay along the communicâtion link ol
p¿ìth. However, since the overhead incurred

thlough the communication channel cannot

be controlled by the web sel'ver', we do not consider-

of the web selver.

t9

it for inclusjon in the tcsponse times

3

Related Work

The emergence of Wol.ld Wide Web has fueled immense enthusiasm in the research

corlmunity. The challenges lemain in two maitl fronts. First, the web servers are the
central entities lor delivering the contents and thcir resources have to be appr.opriately

utilized. The oLhel'fi-ont is the Ltteflìet which ultimately bfings the content to the uset
premises. Considet-able rcsearch has been ongoing in both of these fì-onts to incolporate

QoS aspects or to enable service differeutiation arnong diffelent web traffics. This
research, however, concentràtes or.r the techtliques

for server resoulce utilizâtion. The

approach taken in thjs thesis heavily depends on an analysis and solution to a queueing
theoretic pt'oblem which has also dlawn considelable attention from the queueing theorist

con-ulunity. The foÌlowing sections

will highlight the

tesearch efforrs in both

of

these

areas.

3.1 Service Differentiation

and QoS Aware

Resource

Allocation in Web Servers

Providing diffet'entiated services in web servers
research efforts.
schenrcs

ln

h¿Ls

been ìnvestigated

in a numbel of

[AlMa98], tbe authors ir.rvestigate simple priority based scheduling

jn the weh servers to see the pel'fomance benefits achieved by the

pr.emium

service clients. They propose a notion of quality of service by associatilg priorities with
lequests from different sites. The HTTP servel schedules requests according to priorìties,
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thereby ensuring that preferred sites (with highel priority) are allocated resources before
other sites. They expcrirnent by incorporating modification into the server process or the

opelating system according to the pr:iority schemes to handle different classes of .requests
differently.

Bhatti aDd Friedrich [BhaFLi99] modified the Apache Web server ro support riercd
Web services. A connection rnanrgel intercepts incorning HTTP requests and classifies

then into different QoS cÌasses.

Tl.re classified requests aÍe placed

(QoS class) queue. The adrlission policy decides

if

into appropriate tier

a lequest should be ì'ejected or not.

The scheduling policy decides the way how a wor-k process services an admitted request.

What kind of policies to use is configurable through a policy management intelface,
ir.rcluding a network fabric API.

Eggerr and Heidemann [EgHe99] ploposed a set

of applicationlcvel-or.rly contlol

techniques to suppolt two levels of Web service prioût.ies: a foreground request class and
a background request c.lass, where a background request

is defined as a low priority ple^

enptable tlansactiol.ì whose presence in the system never decreases the performance of
corìculrent foreground lequest. Three applicationJevel lnechanisms were used to slow
down the background request class: limiting the process pool size, decleasing the process
scheduling priority value fol the processes dedicated to the background request class, and

finally thlottling the network tlansmission rate of the processes for the backgrour.rd
request class.

Pandey et al. [PaBa98] presented a QoS rnodel for HTTP servers which ained ar
enabling a site to custonize how the server should response to extcrnal requests. Pages ol
set of pages are associated

witli QoS constrains, and a request can be served only when
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no constrain is not violated. A dedicated QoS daen.ron stts behind the Web server nodes

to deLerIrline that a node should service, reject or forward the request it just received
according to the load on each node and each service calss's cullent resource (network

bandwidth) consumption. In this systen, tequests are not scheduled or re-ordeled. They
are eithel admitted or lejected.

However, just providing different service levels

to different

classes ar.e often not

enough. Delivelir.rg the plomised quality of service for- the appropriate class of requests is
ofLen the objective and

sorle controlling parameteÌs have to be in hand to reguÌate the

server sharing ro enable this. None

of the above wolks

differer.rtiation. Their difl'erentratiou models

in

address this aspect

of

service

these works do not provide a "tuning

knob" to contlol the pelfolmance distance between differenc classes.

Control theoretic approach has been adopted
guaranteed service

in web servers for

by

ceÌtain class

some researchers

of clients

to

ensule

[AbShO2] [Abst01]

lAbshgg]. The corc of the apploach is the introduction of feedback control ar.chitecture
for adapting resource allocation in the web server-. They folmulate the adaptive l€source
allocation problem as one of'fèedback contlol and apply feedback control theory to
develop the resource allocatior.r algolithm. To enforce relative delays among service
classes lhey propose

to use a feedback control loop to reallocate the numbet. of server

plocesses for each selvice class. They implement and evaluate the adaptive alchitecture
on a modified Apache web selver.

Chen and Mohapatra [ChMo02] propose a technique that allocates requests to Apache
server processes to minimize per-class response time bounds.
each class of requests to

A weight is

assigned to

maxinize a "servel ptoductivity" functìon, defined in terms of
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the number of pending requests

in

each class,

a (fixed)

per-class pt'ocessing-time

r-equirement, and a (fixed) delay bounci. The paper is very unclear on implementation

details and how the assigned weights are actually employed. This paper considers only
statlc Web pages and siÌently dr-ops requests if delay bounds are cxceedcd.

Kanodia and Knightly [KaKn02] [KanKni00] develop an approach based on the use of
service envelopes thât capture tlle server's request rate and service capacity without

requiling detailed modeling techniques. The admission control technique attertpts to
nìeet fesponse-time bounds for multiple classes of service requests, so is more closely

tied to the kind of SLAs (Service Level Agreetnents) that real systenìs may enlploy.
However, the technique

is only studied under a simple simulation of Web

selvel'

behavior.

Lee et. al. [LeLuO4] ptopose âdmission control algotithm ar.rd dynamic âdaptatiotì
mechanism of class assignnrents to tl.ìe requests in order to maintain a predefined ratio of

performance ar.nong classes of wetr traffic. They intend to naximize the ovelaÌl profit
earned fì'om the services where the pricing is proportional to this predefined ratio. They

formulate the problem as a similal one to the well knowti kanpsack probten and the core

to their algorithm is a heuristic similar to the ones used to solve this traditional ploblem.

Similar algorithms were already ploposed

in

comnunication networks. They also propose

¿1

[DoRa99]

fol

packet scheduling in

distributed algorithm based on game

theoretic approach, where uncoopelative clìents can adapt the classes of their requests.

Unlike these approaches, we adopt a queueing theoretic appr-oach to find the optimal
allocation of the web server to classes of requests while guaranteeing the pledged QoS.
We provide a powerful analyticaÌ tool to assist the server assignmerìt process. Most of the
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rclàted lesearch mainly focused on architectural aspects of QoS aware web servel design
and related in'rplementation issues and used sinulation or prototype implelnentation to

analyze the perfor-lnance behavior. Theorctical anaJysis
rernained unattended.

ln

fol

the proposed methods

contrast, we focus on a contlollable service differentiation

poÌicy, and develop analytical method to find the desicd values of the key paraneters for

it. Using our method, the servel performance behavior can be analyzed depending on
these palaneters

in

a

view to reàch the performance objectives.

3.2 Threshold-based Polling and Priority Queueing

The developed service differantiation policy maps into a queueing problem largely
related to the thresl.roÌd-based polling and pliority queueir.rg schemes, as known in the
queueing theory litelature. A considerable amount of rcsealch has been done in this area
as

well. Lr next few paragraphs, we shall

focus on some notable related works to this

queuerng theoretical aspect of our work.

Some threshold-based polling schemes are ptoposed and analyzed

Sengupta

[Lee93]

[LeSe93], Havekolt

[BoKo95] [BoKo95a] [DoBo95].
cor.rsidered whele the

In

by Lee

and

et. al. [HaId94], Boxma er.

[Lee93],

a

single servel two queue model

al
is

high priority queue is served exhaustively and the low pliolity

queue leceives k-limited service. Jn [LeSe93], the server serves lrotl.r

of the queues

alternatively unless the high priority queue has exceeded a celtain thleshold and aftel that
the servel cor.ìtinues to serve thc high pliority queue until its queue letigth is back to the
tl.rreshold point.

In [HaId94], the same model is analyzed using stochastic Petri nets and
24

a

var:iant is âlso suggested and anâlyzed where once rhe threshold in the high priority queue

is reached the sewer serves exhaustively until the high priority queue becomes empty.
Boxma et. al analyzes the same model consideling preemptive service switching in

[BoKo95] and non-preemptive service swltching
cor.nputation

of

bounds

for

perfolmance measures

in

[BoKo95a]. Techniques for

of

multi-server thleshold-based

quer:eing systems with hysteresis ancl nor.ì-instantaneous selver activation are given in

[GoLuOO].

AlÌ of

these works consider exponentially distributed service time

in

thc

server, which is vastly àn impractical assurl-rption for processing times in a web server.

Instead, we solve the two-queue model and then extend

it for multiclass

scenario

consider-ilrg phase-type selvice time distlibutions, which can virrually abstract

practicâl service time distl'ibutior.rs

in

all

the

the selver. Our process is nluch more elegant

because we utilize the r.rice algolithmic apploach of Matrix-geometrìc methods instead

of

complex transfoln based analysis. Being free from LST (Laplace-Stieltjes Transforms),
our results allow us to numerically compute the distr-ibutions of queue length and other
perforrlance [ìeasures with greater ease.

The othel related area, which is priority queueing in genelal, is a very old topic in
queueir.rg

theoly and there are dozens

analysis. Interested readers can refer

if

not

hunclt'eds

to [Mill60] fol a

of published tu'ticles on

this

detailed ar.ralysis of priority

queueing techniques.. However, multiple priolity queue model has not been studied well
compared to its two queue counter part and there have been mostly transfofr.nation based

solutions approaches

to priority

queue rnodels. Transfonn based methods

are

mathelDatically wcll fìrnished, but disadvantageous lot nulllelical result. With fespecL to
perfolmance measllles, often make it exttemely difficult to get beyond the mean values of
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queue lengths. AÌl¿ et. al. [AlLiO3] ând Gai et. al. [GaHa88], developed matrix-geometric

solution method 1o¡ nulticlass MAPiPh/1 priority queues. However, the queues in
consideration have srlict pr:iorities without any notion of tluesholds to control the level of
services they receive. In this thesis, oul analysis includes multiple priority classes with
threshold controlled service policy. We allow phase-type service time distlibutions in all

of the queues. To the best of our kr.rowledge, oul work is the first solution to rnulticlass

pliority queueing systerr with threshold-based polling service policy that allows phasetype scrvìce tlme distribution in the selver.
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4

Two-Queue System Model

In this chapter', we consider a single web server which handles two classes of traffic,
namely QoS requests arrd best-effort requests. The QoS requests are those

fol which

a

statistical guarantee of overall performance is pledged from the service provider. The rest

of the traffic treated in the other queue is best-effort, which means the service provìder
does not guaranlee any performance but tries

satisfaction (which
guarantee

in

is

to otlèr the best for incleased client

importânt from business point

tl.re other class

of view),

provided the QoS

is met. The scenatio of the systern is depicted in Fig. 2. The

admission contlollers in both of the queues only admit requests

if they do r.rot violate

the

arrival rates decided apriori. The decision can be based on the servìce agreements or the

ÐÍ
¿i:::iillr¡

Fig.

2.

QoS-awale wcb seLveL rnodel sening QoS and best-effort traffic
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decision made by the server owner. These same rates are also input to our analytical

modcl wl.rich seeks to find appropliate p¿u'ameter value of the selvice differentiation,
assuming that these rates are ple-decided. The use

of our analytical model makes the

adnission contl'oller implementarion a very s.inrple one, since rt can just admit requests
on the basis of the known allowable arrìvaÌ rates.

4.1 Differentiated Service Policy

To provide the appropliate treatlnent of the two classes of traffic the server follows
service policy as fbllows. At the time the service is ongoing in any

rnay be queued up in both of the queues due to arrivals

ofthe queues, requests

of new requests. The

server

adopts variable alrd diffelent amount of time treating these different queues i.e, the selver'

is time-shared. The server tries to treat the QoS traffic with higher pnority, but does not
want the best-efïolt tratlìc to be starved indefinìtely. On the other hand, it also does not
want to serve the best-effort traffic so long as to risk the QoS traffic being deprived of
pledged pelfolmance. Therefble,

it

puts a maximum limit on the nunber of waiting

traffic of thc QoS cÌass while serving the best-effort queue. When this limit is

r.eached,

the server stops sewing the bes¡ effort traffic ¿urd starts to ser-ve the QoS queue. However,

the switching is non-pleemptive i.e. the server fìnishes the current lequest in service
bef'ore

it

goes to the othel queue. From the QoS queue perspective, once the server is

treating the QoS traffic, the natute of the selvice wtll be exhaustive i.e. the server will
switch to the best-effort traffic only atier therc is no outstanding request in thrs queue.
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What folìows in the following section is how we map the operation of this server with
this serving policy into a queueing n-rodel that will be analyzed then.

4.2 Mapping the System to a Queueing Model

Given the above description of the server model and the service policy we now
proceed to map a queueing model to it. The resulting queueir.rg model is that of thresholdbased poÌling systerns seen

in rnany queueing system applications. In such

a lnodel w.ith

two queues, a single server serves the queues following a thrcshold-based policy. Queue

I

enjoys higher priolity than queue 2. We

effort queue

as queue 2

r.r.rap

the QoS queue to queue

of this model. From now, by class

I

I

and the best

and class 2 requests we shall

refer to QoS requests and best-effol't requests respectively. When the system is empty, it
w¿iits

in queue

srarls serving

1. When a new request comes

in when the system is empty, the

in the corresponding queue. The service in the queue 1 is

server

exhaustive.

However, the service in queue 2 is ir.rter:r:upted if the lequests queued in queue I reaches a
predefined threshold Z. In this case, the server switches from queue 2 to queue

l.

The

switching policy is nou-preemptive i.e. the selver switches to queue 1 only after.finishing
the lequest currently in service. In the analysis we assume queue

I

has infinite buffer,

while the queue 2 has finite buffèr capacity of L. Due to this finite capacity of queue 2,
some best-effolt rcquest

will

be dropped wlthout getting service. Loss probabìÌity in the
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Queue

Threshold

2

Fig. 3. Queueing model of threshold-based polling in two queues

queue 2 can lle treated as a pelfornance measure for the best-effort requests, because

for

keeping the glìaranteed service of the QoS queue some best-effort requests might have to
be dlopped. We might also seek to minimize this loss probability in our objective.

4.3 Objective Formulation

Given the above service policy, the threshold set at the QoS queuc cÕnstitutes the contlol
palameter. In otller words the selvice providel has a control paratrreter, which he needs to

set

to

appropriate value.

measures explicitly

To accomplish this, we have to expless the performance

in terms of the thleshold T. This threshold can only be set to those

values, where the resulting performance measures confom
guarantees.

Fol meeling the optimization objective,

to the performance

these guarantees are tleated

as

constÌaints and the thleshold ìs tuned to optimizc the objective lunction whrle n'reetitrg
these consÍaints.
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4.4 Arrival and Service Process

The arrival in both of the queues occurs following the Poisson arrival process: the rate

of ¿urival in queue 1 is 21 and that in the queue 2 is,Z2. The rationale behind choosing the
Poisson arrival process is the evidence cited ir.r web traffic lelated literatule that requests

ir.rcorling ro the web servel's often follow exponential intel-auival times. However, for
service lime distlibu¡ion we use continuous phase-type distlibution for both classes of
requests. Though the service tirnes are often assumed to be exponentially distributed as

well, the prâctical scenario in web sclvers deviates largely making the resulting analysis
impractical. To make our analysis applicable to leal systerns, we resort to use phase-type

distlibution introduced by Neuts [Neut75]. The beauty of the phase+ype distribution
that

is

it caÍì r¡odel almost all the plobabilisric distribution we encounter in our pr-actical

life. In oul analysis, selvice time in both of the queues follow the same
distribution expressed by (p,

S

service before conrpletion,

),

phase-type

with dimension n. Here, n is the numbel' of pl.rases in the

/ is

thrc

initial probability vector with ¡.t elements

representing the plobability of se|vice initiation in the corresponding phases and S is the
Lransition rate matrix among the phases.

4.5 Markov Chain Analysis

For the described model of the systen, a full state descliption lequires the knowledge

of the number of requests rn both queue

1 and queue

3l

2, which class of request the server

is cuuenlly selving and rhe phase of the service. We follow a layered approach for
desclibing the systeÍì.) stâtes as adopted by Alfa [Alfa98l. The top layel desclbes the
transitions among the number oi requests in queue

I

(this nun-rber is also the level of the

procass), the middle layer involves transitiolrs among the numbel of requests in queue 2

and the bottom layer represents the transition among the phases of the selvice. The
complete state space can be described formally as follows:

o ¡o={(0)}
.

Âr = [(0, j,nt)l

j=t, ..,L;nt=I,.. ,ttl

. A2=l(i,0,nt)li2I;
.

Âs=1Q,

nt=1, . ,tt1

j,u,nt)li> 1; 1-1,2,3,...,L;u=I,2;nt=I,2,

State space A -.Ao u Ar u

u

,n1

A3

^2

The state A¡ refers to an empty system. Lr states (0, j, rz) e Aj , therc zue only class 2
lequests in the system (1< I < L) with the service in the n-th phase fol the lequest being
serviced currently. States representeð,
are only class

I

lequests in the system

in states (i, j,u,nt)

by (i,0,nt) e

A2

refer to Lhose states wherc thete

(l > 1) wrth the service in the zz-th phase. Finally,

c

there are atleastoneclass I request in the system (i > 1) and
^3,
./ class 2 requcsts also in the system, the selver is currently serving class ¿l Íequest
(u =1,,2) wi¡h the phase of the selvice cuuently being rz,

We now ploceed to descflbing the
generator'

ûlatrix Q

has the

gener

atot matrix for the associated CTMC. The

following form:

)z

BC
EAt1l,
A2 At

0
1

2

At¡

O=i

T-l

A2 A1

4A1.\

T

The matrix B, C and

-E

AO

are non-repeatir.rg and

will

be desclibed

filst. At level 0, all that

needs to be specified is the numbel of class 2 requests and the service phase

of the class 2

lequest in service. Level 0 nust also acconmodate an idle state, which occupies the top

row

of Q. A

class 2 request alliving to an idle system enters directly into service,

wlrereas all other such arrivals increase the number of class 2 rcquests by or.re. As long as

there are class 2 requests and no class 1 request, the servel keeps selectir.rg from queue 2.
Changes ir.r the phase of service are the only transitions not resulting in a change in the

nunber of class 2 r'equests.
Consequently, the matrix B, which has dimension (1 +nL)x(1,+nL), is defined as:

(

)"2þ

-).
s0

S

-

)'I(n)

)'2t(n)

sop s-Lt(tt) þI(n)

B=

I

I

sop ,-r,rr(ù)

t

whele 1(n) denotes the identrty matrix of dimension ¡r.
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Mâtrix C desclibes alrival of class

1 r'equest when the system

dimension (1+nL)x(n+2nL) can be wrìtten

l^o

as:

M1

I

M1

c=

is at level 0. So, C with

,,J

I

where M1 is a rLx2n matrix, defined as

Mr=(0

lr

/(

))

Considelir.rg tr:ansitions tiom level 1 to level 0, we can now define the block matrix E.
The necessary circumstance for these transitions is that with the completion of service for

the class

I

request, the server shifts from queue

i

to queue 2,

if

there is any class 2

lequest. Tlrerefore, the block matrix E of drr¡ension (n +2nL)x(1-+ nL) is definedas:

I'o

L=l
l

,,
M"

I

tr]

t

whele M2 is of dimension [ZnxrLl

and,

defined

as

" t0l

M, =(soP)
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Now, we turn our attention to describing the matrix Á1 that repeats up to level Z-1 and
the

natrix .41 that stârts repeating fì'om level r' In I'act,

latel one from the point the threshold in the queue

t

the former one converts into the

has been reached. Both of them

describe all transitions in which the level does not change. This ir.rcludes the arrival of a
class 2 request, the service completion of a class 2 l'equest, and changes in the phase of
se¡vice withouI a departule. The level r-emarning saÌle r¡eans no arrival occuls fol class I

request. Notc that when we consider
threshold level

of

ir

queue

t

lnatrix

A1

which lepeats until level

has not been reached. As a result,

a class 2 r'equest, contrary to a normal non-pleemptive

server

will nol switch to the class I

queue

if

Z-

1,

the

in case of selvice completion

priolity queueing system,

the

there is any class 2 request still waiting.

However, Ìf qr-reue 2 becones cmpty, the longest waiting class 1 r'equest (if there is any)

wilÌ cnter the sel vicc.
Cor.rsequently, the remaining layers

(S-Lt(n)

of

M2

)roM.

A1l':

A1 are given

by

þt(2,)
Ms )21(2tt)

I
|

I

Mo Mr')

t

whereM3,

M+, Ms, M5- and M6 have dimensiorrs

Znx2tt , 2nx2n , Znx2n alrd ale defined

as followir.rg:
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respectiveÌy

nx2n, 2nxn,

ur=(þI(n)
nar

o)

r0l

=[5rp]

(S-Àltnt o

' |

0

I
s-)I(tt))

(s-trI(n) o I
^,"
' l, 0
S-ùt\itl)
(0 0l
' lo s'B'

M,. =l

In case of r.natrix ,41., the threshold level in queue I has already been reached. As
result, in case of a service completion of a class 2 request, the server
swi[ch ¡o queue
description

of

a

will definitely

I fiom queue 2 even if there is any class 2 request waiting. FoÌlowing

,41- r'eflects this behavior';

it differs from

,41 by the replacement

M7.

S )ltn\ Mt
M4 M5 þItZtt)
M7 M5

I
^zl(}tr)

M7 Ms)

whele M7 wrth dimension 2nx2n is defined

as:

-lo

of M6 by

(0

0l
lsop ol

*,
Block natrix

A,

col'responds to the selvice completion of a class

I

request followed

immediately by the stalt of service of another. Necessarily fi'orn the nature of CTMC,

there can be no change

in

the number

A2 continues to repeat even at level

I

of

class

2

in

queue 2. Note thât

a¡rd aftelwards. This can be explained easily

consider the exhaustive nature of the service in queue
request of class 1,

requests

l.

if

we

Once the servel is processing

it will not switch to queue 2 until queue 1 becomes empty. It lemains

true regardless of whethel the current level is higher or lowe:: than tl.re threshold value Z.
Consequently, matf ix A2 wirh dimension

(n+ZnL)xþt+Znl) is defined by

(to B
M8

A2-

MB

tr]

i
where Mg with dinension 2nxZn is defined by:

r" ' =f s'É

[0

The renaining matrix

0l
0)

is ,4¡ and corresponds to the arrival of

a class 1 t'equest. From

the property of CTMC, no seLvice cotlpletion or phase change can occur at the same
31

time. This also explains that A0 will continue to repeat at level Z and afterwards
legarclless of whethel the thleshoìd level is reached or not.

Consequently,

natrix

,40

with dimension

(n

+ZnL)x(n +2tzl) is defined by

)"11(tt)

\I(2n)
.t

1I(2n)

,rr,r,rrì

4.6 Matrix-Geometric

Solution

for

Steady

State

Distributions

We can see fronr its structure that the matrix

Q is of a QBD

process and matrix-

geometric method [Neut8 1] can be applied for the analysis. However', the pr-oblem here is
that the QBD is not a fully level-independent one. In fact, there is â potcntially very big
bour.rdary block

natrix

ir.r

its upper left corner comprising levels starting

fror.r.r

0 to Z-1.

Consequently, the results from standard natrix-geometlic methods for a homogenous

infinite state QBD cannot be applied directly. However, the big boundary block has

a

nice repeating stlucture in itself and is followed by an rnfinite level repeating stt'ucture
typical to a homogenous QBD; both of these will facilitate the analysis to a great extent.
What f'ollows now is the solution plocedute that can bc applied fol this special structured

Q lnatrix.
Jò

We can thir.rk of the Q lratlix as consrsting of two blocks: the finite dimension BÌockr

covering up

to leveÌ T-l and the infinite dimension Block2 covering level I

and

afìerwards. In order to calculate the equilibriurn distribution we fitst have to evâluate two
matrices: the matrix R for the Block¡ and the matlix R for the BÌock2.

The subsequent analysis proceeds with the assumptiol.t that the system is stable i.e.
Markov chain represented by Q is positive recuflent. It rs intuitive that the infinite block
BÌockt has the ultinate potential to dlive the systen ìnto instability. Consequently, for'
stability it is sufTicient to hold that
4îAa <7îA2'1,, whete

tt=nA.,n'L=7.

and A. =Ao+At. +Az

We start by writing the fìnite block Blockr as a stochastic matrix as follows:

/B

I'
U,..ar

C
Ao

A.

At

Ao

I

,, ,,-^^r]

I

The matrix R can be found as the minimum non-negative solution to

o=Ao + fi,Ar

+ ñ2Az

And the natlix R can be found as the minimurn non-negative soÌution to the equation:

0=Ao+I{Al-+R2Ar

In the subsequent

analysis, we

will

denote

by e(a) a column

vector

of I's

with

dirensionu. Let the steady state vector covering BÌock¡ be lx'¡,x\,...,xi_1). As we
wrote Blockl as stochastic, we pfoceed by writing the following:

-19

r'lsB

x|l¿,
r \ a +rì¿".l l= o

x"C
+
u

x[e(\+

ttL)

+ x\E=O

+\

xieQt+znL)=

t

l=l

After solving Íhe above systems of equations, we find the vectors x'6 and x\, Then we
can express the rest of tl.re steady state vector as

,i = riÍl' t ,

for

2

Let, the steady state vector coveling Block2 be

li

<T

-r

l*i,rî"t,...1,

considering Blockr

as

stocllastic. Then we can wlite

x' = xi. _rpi-r

Now, in

order to

+t

,

for

j>T

find the actuâl steady state

x - lxo,x1,x1,.. ,xT_t,rT,:tT+7,..1, w"

normalize the cornputed steady state vectors

by the followìng
€ = x[te(\+ ttL)

+

\

xie(n +znL)

i=i

(

After some sìmple algebraic manipu.latio;rs,

( !-t

6 =,-óc(1

' uD-xi t

Ri-r

\/;l

The steady state vector

r

ts found as

car.r

be written as

r Rr 2n1l -R': t

follows:

x¡ =

vector

xl

for i>0

!,
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\
leçtt

t2ttL)

4.7 Computing Performance Measures
After we delive the steady state distributions of the Markov chain, we now resort to
computing the performance n.ìeasules in this subsection.

4.7.1 Computing

Queue Lengths and Loss Probability

Let q¡(u) be the probability that there are i class
the class

I

z7

requests in the system,

T.,

= 1,,2 .

For

l'equests, we have

4¡(1) = x¡e(n + 2nL)

,

for

i).t

4o(1)-xoe(\+nL)

As the space for class 2 requests is limited to ¿, there could be at most ¿ class
r-equests

in thc syslern llrd we cun wr-ite

Q;tT

xs. c{//)

¡=

(t t
-l
r:rll I o'IrRr 2Rr/-Rrt y, . for t<i <I
\1, l)

{6{2)

whele

2

lt.1
I

,r¡.6 r x¡

\1,-l

n(1+2ì)

I

eu and

t¡=n(2i-1)+1

(tt+2ttL) with one at lhe

û

y'n

=

Z

uo

R" ' *

.

Rf

tI y'
)

The column vcctol' ¿-,

a=1

z,

R'-'Rt/

th position.

4I

is of

dimension

One

ofthe perfolmance measures, Íhe loss probability for

Let Lube the nean number of class

zr r€quests

class 2 requests

= q ¡(2)

in the system, zt-1-,2,then

14- \iqí(l)
i-1

="rrlJ

lt

lT1

-

\-

;

\-. lRr'-lr-R{r-2rt-R{¡

\
/-li e\tr-2ttl)

t

-{r-2)(.fR(l R) I r R2tl-nl 2l
=rr f iR{i ir¡)

ctn+znL)

rr=!iq¡121

4.7.2 Computing

the Mean Response Times

Response time includes the time a lequest spends waiting in the quer:e plus its sewice

tirne. After the mean queue

lengths are known, firrding rnean waiting times

is

now

possible by applying the Little's Law. Let r-d denote the mean respor.ìse tilne for the class
zr requests. Then

_

l-

'4'

Special care has to be taken for calcuÌating mean waitiltg times for class 2 r'equests
because the space for them is limited

ilì the queue.

Ar.ry class 2 request

2 full will be lost. So. we have to consider the effective arnval
Then the mean response time fol class 2 requests is
tl '\

ra;te

finding the queue

þ' = \\-SLQ)).

T2=

I,
)q'

4.8 Setting the Threshold

Once the le.lationships between the performance nleasuies and the threshold are found

out using the above procedure, finding the appropriate values for this thrcshold is also
possible. The relationshìps can be fitred to appropriare fu¡'rctions by using regression
analysis. Now, the service provider may want to reach an optirnization objective in

addition

to

for QoS

l'equests and have the

of the performance

nìeasures. Because, the

meeting the performance gualantee

opti.nization functions defined
perl'or-mance rrreasures are

in

tenns

explicitly expressed in terms of the threshold by out' analytic

metliod, the objective functions can now be defined in terms ofthis palanetel as well and

some nonlineal' constr-ained optimization techniques can be applied ro

find out

its

optinìal value.

Ler us corrsider the optimizatron objective to be the one in which we want to
rninimize the mean lesponse tirne of the besçeffort requests, while maintaining the
guaranteed mean response time for the QoS requests. We can write the optimization
problem Lormally as follows.

minimize Q(T)
subject ro \(T)
T>0

<

4

where 4(T) , stands for the mean response time of the requests served in the ith queue

(i =1,,2.),

{

is the corresponding guaranteed lnean response time for QoS requests
43

ar.rd

the

T

inside the brackets indicates that the mean response times are functions of this

thleshold. The fuuctions are likeÌy to be non,linear ones and can be fitted by

r-rsing

reglession flom sample data collected from numelical results from our analysis. Then,
non-Ìinear constrained opLimization techniques can be applied to find the sought optimun-r

points [Mufry95].

5

Model Extension for Multiple QoS Classes

In this chapter, we cxtend the model to consicÍer multiple QoS
requests.

classes

Fol a general multiclass model, we deal wìth K queues where K

of

ir.rcoming

-

1 of them

ale holding respective QoS class r-equests and the rest is holding tl.ìe best-efforf requests

(Fig. a). Thetel'ore, we consider the Kth queue as the best-effort queue. Queue 1 is
considered liighest priolity queue as before with priority decreasir.rg alorrg the increasing
queue numbers. Chapter' 4 provided a detaiÌed analysis for K =

genelal solution approach for cases where

K 2 2. Apart from

2. This chapter provides

a

chapter 4, we also consider

the rnor€ general case, where the phase-type sewice rime distributions of the different

QoS classes have diffèr'enr paraneters and are represented
However, to avoid unnecessal

y

same which is iz. Define that S! =

by

(Pi.Si),

1<i<K.

computational cornplexity, we keep their dimensior.rs
¿

- 5'" , whele e is a colunn vectol of

1's

of dûnension

nr. We keep the allival plocess f-or each class of request as Poisson with rates ,!,

1,<i<K. We also colrsider each of the queues to have infinite capacity. The service
r-.emains no n-pr-.eempti ve.

5.1 Service Policy for Multiclass Scenario
In this section, we extend the service policy described in chapter 4 to handle muÌtiple
classes

of

tlueshold.
tìr

QoS lequests. Each

Let T¡

of the queues for QoS

represent the threshold

reshoìd poìnts. 1T¡. ....

for class

l¡_1).
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I

requests

will

have

lequests. So, there

its

own

will be -l(- I

AC

:

Admiss,õ¡ C¡nlrôisr

Fig. 4. Multiclass QoS-aware web server model

If

the system is empty (the selver in idle state) and a new request alives, the server.

innediately switches to the corresponding queue and starts serving it. Now, let
assunle that at some point
quer-re.

us

in tine the server is sel'vil1g in any of the queue, say the I th

1l i( K. Fig. 5 depicts the service policy in action in the sefver, assuming that the

selver' ìs currently processing a class
ongoìr.rg, new tequests may

queues may leach

i

lequest in the

lth

queue, While this service is

arlive in any of the queues and subsequently any of the eoS

ol cross the correspondir.rg úreshold point

r:egar.ding the number.

queued up rcquests. When the service completes for the cunent request, two situations
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Fig. 5. Flow chârr of the differer.rtiated service in the server

may arise. In the first situation, the

lth

(Note that the best-efïort queue, i.e. for

queue might have reached its thr-eshold point

I = K, wiil not be in such

does not have any thleshold point set). The server
on.ly

if

points.

none of the higher pfiorìty queues

If only one of these

will continue to

situation because it

serve in the I th queue

(if any) has reached their respective threshold

hìgher prìolity queues has reached its thr-eshold, the server

wilÌ switch to that queue. But, if there are two

ol' more such queues, the server

will switch

to the highest pliolity one among them. In the other situâtion, the ith queue has not
reached its threshold point

ol the service coÍnpletion occurred in the besleffort

queue.

The server will remain in the currcnt queue, only 1f the condition holds thàt none of the
QoS queues has reached the respective threshold point and the cuü-ent queue has not
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becomc empty. As befor-e,

if

there is

will switch to that queue and in

o'ly

one threshold r.eaching eoS queue the ser.ver

case, there a.e nor.e than one, the servel

the highest prio.ity one of them. However,

if

will switch

¡o

the ith queue has become empty, even

if

none o1'the Qos queues has |eached threshold the server

will switch to

t[.re highest

priority non-empty queue (if aÌÌ other queues are empty the selver will enter into the idle
state).

5.2 Objective Formulation

Giver] the above service poÌicy, the rhresholds set at the
contlol parameters.

I.

eos

queues constitute the

other words, for each of the eos classes, the ser.vice provider has a

control parametel, which he needs to set to appropriate values. To accornplish this, we

have to express the perforla'ce measur:es explicitly

lrt'

in

terms

of the thresholds

,Tx 11. These thrcsholds can only be set to those values, where the resulting

perfbrmance me¿rsures conform

to the performance

guarantees.

For meetir.rg

the

optiurization objective, these gualantees are treated as constraints and the thlesholds are
tuned to optimize the objectivc frìnction while meeting tl.ìese constrail.ìts.

5.3 Markov Chain Analvsis

Let N;(r) be rhe number of

crass

i

'equests

in the sysrem at tine

which is being served, /(f) be the service phase of the request
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l,

1(¿)

be trre queue

cu'e'try bei'g

served,

whel.e i = 1,..,Kand f>0, Denore by N(l)=(Nr(f),...,Nr(É)) .
X(f ) - (N(f ), /(ú), /(f ) ) .

(n,i,

Then

j)=(n|,. ,nK,i, j)

it is

easy

to

see that X(t)

is

Define

CTMC. Denote by

its generic state along with aserveridle state (9,...,0).The stâre
}<

space of the

Markov chain is

,0) }u
^ = {(0,0,
K
!--.'1+

i(n1,...,n¡. j))
i,

n1, ..., tt y

I

K
0;1 s i <

|

{t - 4,,," ) ;t < j<til;ln1 ,..., ttyl

+

0l

!=1.

whele

äu,,,,,

is equal to I when no =0, and is equal to 0 othelwise.

Let Q 6,i, ¡¡ ,1n. i,, l,) represent the transition rate of tlre Markov Chain X(t) fron

(n,i,j) to state(n',i',j'), All
transition rate matf

ix of

states are labeled

state

in Ìexicographic order. Denore by Q the

rhe Markov ChaÌn X(f )

.

Besides we introduce some new

matrices as follows. First, we focus on those state transitions, in which N](t;=

/1, ¿n¿

Nr (/ + At) = ni . where A¡ -+ 0 , i.e., we consider stâte tlansitions of the 1'olÌowing form

(n1,t,

.,+) -+ þlr,*',...,lt1

.

For fixed nl andn\, the râtes corresponding to these state tlansìtions can be writLen

out in a rnatrix form, which will be

denoterJ

¡V

¿Í,1_,,i

. More general. we

clefineafÑ)
., .Q=1, .,K), which corresponds to the state transition of the
(,rl .
,¡\.)+(i¡l /....,1\.
t

lollowirg form:
(t'11, ..,ttr,'t

t) -+ (t|r,....,n'r,,t
49

+')

Applying the âbove notation, we can wlite out the transition râte rnatrix of Markov
chain X(f )

as

follows:

(l)

/,!\a-1

(1)

(1)

,
111_1
"
117-2
(1) , (i)

/1^
^

.1

4...

, (1) ..

Ì\.

,(i)
,(1)
.1'r3)2
,'r j-3

Obviously, X(i)

is still a

,(1)
t|3

-4

Quasi-Birth-Death (QBD) Malkov Chain.

In

further'

analysis, we shall see that it has the special level-dependence nature as was seen in singìe
QoS class case in chapter 4.

5.4 Block Matrices Composing the Matrix

L.r what follows, we give

Aff], ,,*r-r,i,

-(nl, ,n'l.

,,'rl rro'r

a

Q

lecursive formulae which allow us

alfilÌ ,'r.rl-,r,\, ,n'g+ì'

Note that, all matlices fol tlansitions where

to

obtain

Let n=þ4, ,n) and
,{

llni - rlrJ> 1 will contàin
i=1

only zeros due to the property of a CTMC. Therefole, in desclibing the recursion, we
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explicitly show cases only where
,.

t'oLnr

¿K)

4il',,,,

5.4.1

3

llni

n¡)e (0,

i).

The matrices of transitions of the

provide thc cnd point of thc rccu|sion.

Recursive Formulae f'or 1 <

g.

K

First, consider the case, where a tr¿lnsition occuls because a request
J (t<

in

queue

f < S), gets serviced.

Then, n=(\,...,11f

,.

.,11g) and

llt =(J\, . ,nf

-1,11f

-I,t1f +r,. ,r?g). Because there can

be nor alrival or selvice completion in any othel queue (because we are dealing with a

CTMC). we have
, (s+ I )
A1n.g1-(n',o)

lî+ll

Aì'i,t¡l-ø'.tt
(-s)

't

I

^tt1-11

Next, consider the case where an arrival occurs of a class

Then, n=(111,...,nf
sarne ârgument as

o+l I

Aìì,.:i- t"'.2)

,..,ng)

and.

Ílt

/

=1tt1,.. ,nf-1,11f +I,t,rf

in rhe previous paragraph, we can wlite
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(1<

/

<g

) request.

+þ...,71s). Following the

fv*l I
A1à.01.tri,o¡
, (s+l

)

Aln.))-\11',1)

AfL",-

Now, consider the case when there is no arrival or service completion for any of the

class

g

requests. Then nt=n=(11r, . ,11s). Because there

is no arrival or

service

completion in the g th queue, we need to consider arrival or service conpletion in any of
the remaining queues. Consequently,

/.¡¡l

/"r¡\

,4i),61.1,'

o1 -4ìiì.oi-,'.,r

,(s"rl
^(r i.).1n,11 Atr,tt-\n,))
"t.r,ì)
¡¡ .in.0¡ 417¡,1¡

l1¡¡¡,

l.,l)
l,' .ll
A1i, t1-tr.t, A1i.:1

Atì-n -

le+ll

,rn.t1 ,41lì:;-1u.r1

5.4.2 Transition Matrices ,{l!,r,

Now, we find the matrices that will provide the

er.rd

point of the rccurs.ive formulae

Now, we fìlrd the matlices f'or tr ar.rsitions ¿fl ,r, . D.fin" y , z and,tyo as:

)

= l.ìumber of nonzelo entries in tz

z = number

of nonzero entries in ,X/
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v o=

wìrere án.,,o is equal to 1 when no

-

Z

õa.no

0 , and is equal to 0 othelwise

For the folÌowing analysis, we define a few matrices.

f¡1',a ì. a

¡ll:ltt ix 'uch that

r,' n t7' /r=
16.
where

1li <p, 7< j<q.

inteÌsection of the

low

r.¿

In words,

flt"

orherwise

is a px4 matrix which has

and colun'ur a , with all other entries being 0.

0.*¿ is a cx¿l dimension matlix with 0 in all
dimension cxc

lu

er.rtries and -I(c)

is an ider.rtìty matrix of

.

is a square natl:ix such that

tP"'

whcre

I in the celì at the

1

<i <p, 2= )t

+

5i lllnt). tI t = i
10,,,,r,. olhcrwise

+ )uy . The description

of the matrix is in terrns of constituent

sub m¿ìtrices, which are of dìrnension mxnt. The sub matrices at the diagonals contain
rlorÌ-zero entries as shown and the othel sub matl'ices aÍe zeros.
f2p,4 is a ll1atrix such that

fl. if i=i
O,,,,(i.i)=l^ ornerwrse
lu.
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where 1< i < p, 1<

j<q . This is, in fact, a rnatrix of the fonn[ltp) 0, ,o-r,]

As before, we first consider the situation, where a transition occurs because a request

in queue f (1<f <K ) gets selviced. Then,
nt=011

, ,llf--t,n¡ -7,n¡¡t, ,n¡).

n=(111

,..-,nf ,

.-,i1K)

and

Following cases may occut after the tt'ansition

and we de¿rl wìth them indivjdually.

Case 1: The numbel of requests in queue

lus ¡euched lhleshold i.e. n,

/

>

I,

. Two

siluations may alise ¡s lollows:

o No higher pliority

has reached its

queuc

\o 1<o<f ;no 2Tol=Ø. As

tl.rreshold

lesult, the sel'ver stays

a

in

l.e.

queue

Thercfore.

,+f1,, =r |t,;v t

)' u -v ì

Ø

.sofp

f

)

At least one higher priority queue has reached threshold i.e.
loll <o<f ;rto >Tõl+Ø. Therefore, the server will switch to the highest
priority one of them. Thelefore,

A,f;! r, =r)t,.t',
where /r =mrn{o11 <o< f
Case

2:

\

-

th

r¡'

1'\

Ø

(

S?

pt),

;tto >ToJ

The threshold in queue/ has not l¡een reached i.e. n¡

<T¡ . Following

situarion trray be true in such case,

¡ None of the otller queues have reached threshold i.e.
lol 13o !K;o + f ;no

o

Queue/

2Tol

=Ø

. However, there

could be two possibilities.

has one or nìote requests waitilrg i.e.

n¡

>

in queue

/.

Consequently,

has reached threshold, the server stays
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1. Since no queue

u\-(
¡r¡\r.n' r(
| .,:._
A,

Õ

Queue

/

uì (5ì(5-p,
-..0,.

I

becomes empty âfter the service r.e. n¡

=1. Thele could

be

two possibilities.

. There is at least one non-empty queue i.e.
Íõ I<õ <K:õ + f :n" >0) +Ø . Therefore, the selver switches
to the highest priolity non-empty queue. Consequently,

a')'.,,, r,l,,,r"

t

(11

t"\

arsofpt, t.

whele /z'=min{ol 1.<o<K;o+f :no 20J.

All other

queues are empty

i.e.

lol11o<K;o+f ;tto

>01

-q.

Therefore. the server returns to idle state.

^l,f)"'--sl.
. At least one of the other queues has r-eached threshold
\o) 1,3o3K;o* f ;no >-Tol*Ø Therefore,

af),,'

where

=r

l''v'

\'

tlt'-v

t;'

i.e

| Ø ßor
Pt'')'

/¡"=min{ol 1.SoSK;o+;f ;tto 2Tol

.

We now considel'the situation, where a tlansition occuls because a request anives in
queue f (7< f <K ).
Then
7l = (1\ ,.. ,1'Lf ,.. . ,11K)
and

n'=:rt1,.. ,tt¡ 7,:'rf +7,:1f+r, .,n1i).If all the queues have been empty, the sewer will
irnmediately switch to the queue/ to serve the newly arrived request. But,
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if the servel

has been sewing any request when the alr'ival occurs,

it will

stay continue serving that

requesL. Consequently,

I'trßr
^(À)
rr- n'-

n

if ø=or.r

le,, - a À Jl(rrt.

oLherwi.e

We now consider the situation, where no transition occurs because no anivaÌ
ser-vice corl-rpletion occurs

in any of the queues. Therefor",

n'=n=1n1,

.,11f

ot'

, ,nK).It

is the situa¡ion where the state of the system does not change. Consequently,

.

^' '
where

I t.

if n =0t.x
-f,,,,,r" t-ttt v/ ¡

\¡.,r _

)

gÇ,

orlrerwi.e

À=À+...+7ç.

5.5 Steady State Distributions

If

we cìosely look ât the block matlices fol different levels in the Malkov chain, we

will finci some

interesting ol¡servatior.rs. First, consider the matrices

¿1,1)

.,,,
7¡ìrrrl

,

whele

ni=\ +L, for n1 à1. Because, a transitiorr has taken place in the topmost layer of the
Malkov chain, due to the property of CTMC, no transition can take place ir.r the lower
layers. As a result, the submatrices covering these lower layers

will be exactly

same to

each other, when tfansitions of same behavior occur in the topmost layer. However, we
need to considel'the transitiÕn matrix

,4[], diffcreltly
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from these matlices, because we

have to take into account the possibility of queue 1 being empty. Consequently, we can

write

,(t)

,(t)

Following a similar ârgument, we have
,

(t)

Now, consider the tl'ansition rnrtrices

,(1)

,411) ..,"

'ìlr'11

,

fol

rr1 < T1 . Because

no transition has

occun'ed in the topnrost layer', the remaining lower layers will characterize these matÍices.

Every possible transition in these lower layers will take place with the same assun'tption
that queue t has not reached threshold.
Consequently, these matrices will be equaÌ to each other, and we can write

/(l) _/(1) _ _
¡(1)
-'"11
"t .t -"2-2t-t1
Following a similal argurnont with the assunrption that queue

I

has leached thrcshold,

when n1 2 T1 , we can write

(1)
/1+il

^

(1)
"

l1+1r

/1

+r

As a lesult, the matlix Q rewlitten below assumes the same level deper.rdent structure
was seen in chapter'4 with the two-queue model:

o
1

?
.

Tt- I

,rr)

^O)

¡fi)

"

llì

A)-t

11)

"

A1_t A1-,!

.rl)

1\1-t

T1
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,o)

.o)

111-1 /11-a)

at\.

a\tì.',..

alÌ'

l\\,
.4|,)_, allL

as

Therefore, it is obvìous that we can follow the same solution procedure for steady

st¿1te

dislributior.rs as was done in chapter 4. However, since we allow infinite capacity in all of

the queues, there

will be

truncations involved

in

calculating tl.re

R

matrices and

intermediate submatrices.

5.6 Computing Performance Measures and Setting the
Control Parameters
Denote by :r the steady-state distlbution of Markov chain X(l) . Coffesponding to the

constr-uction

of

Q, we

r.natlix

r=[xg,x1,x2... ] , where

par:tition

x into

subvectors and assutne that

r,,., is partitioned into smaller subvectors

"l,

rn1 =[r1n1,o;,r1,i1,]),r(,i1,2),

7h

>0

and also x1tti.n2¡can be furthel' partitioned as
r1t',1,t',21 = lx1tr1,trz,Ð, x

(rl,,.,2,t)'

x

(ry, n2,2¡, )'

Molc genelal. we c¡rr wlite

rur¡.,r2.

.,r.,

'

=[r,,,1.,,2. .,,s.0,'f,1r1.¡2. .,i...1r'r,,,1.,,2. .,,-,.2,
I S g lK-1;n1, n2,...,nr 20

Final.ly, all of these vectols are partitioned into basic

r..i,rl, r¡2. ,¡iK
.
Now.

l

(rr¡. rr...... rra

]

subvectors

20).

it is quite straight fo|ward to obtain joint

lengths fi'om the steady state distributions

of X(f)
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:

plobab.ilities of steady state queue

.,N( -nK }= Í(tt1,tt2...,tty) ex
1¡1.r2,. ,ny),
Y t't1 - t't.2, , 7r( = 0, 1, 2,

Prob{N1 =n¡,N2=nz,

where N/ repr:esents the queue length of class
steady..state,

Let

qi\f)

ã\d

e,çr1,,,2,

,u";

/

requests in the system when

|

,t=0

/æ
I t

|

tt¡ t=0 n¡=i 11l]1=A

The mean queue length for class

is

represônts acolumn vector in which aìl elements are

be the steady state probability that lherc are

+(f )=

it

/

I
11K=A

i

requests in

1

queue/. Therefore,

Í(,1,n2,. ,tty) e,
þt1,,,2,...,,,y¡

-

requests is then obtained as follows:

t¡ --i''q'ul

'

i=1

The mean response times ø¡ (1</

lK)

are straighlforward to obtain by using Little's

law:

r, -L(f)
n]

.

t< f <K.

Once the leÌationships between the peÍformance lTÌeasures and the thleshold points are

lound out using the above procedule, fìnding the appropriate values for these control
parameters is also possible. The lelationships can be fitted to appropriate linctions by
usrng regression analysis. Now, the service provider may wal'It to leach an optimization

objective rn addition to meeting the performance gualantees and have the optimization

functions defined

in

terms

of the perfolmance rrreasurcs. Because the performance

measules are explicitly expressed

in terms of the control parâneters by our analytic
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lnethod, the objcctive functions can now be defined in terms of these palametefs as well
and some nonlinear consLrained optirdzation techniques can be applied to flnd out theil

optimal vaÌues.
Let us consider the optimization objective to be the one in which we want to minimize

the nrean response tin-re of the best-effort rcquests, while rnaintaining the guaranteed
meân response times in the QoS queues, we can write the optimizarior.r problem formally
as

follows.

mirrimize h-(T..T".....T, .\
subject to it(T1,Tz, . ,TK-1)
T2(T1,T2,.. .,TK-1)

TK_1(T1,T2,.. ,TK 1)

!6t
/1

16x t

T1,T2,--.,TK_1>0

where

|

(T1 , . . .,

T¡ ) , stands f'or the mean response
1

tilne of the requests served in the lth

queue, ái is the corresponding guaranteed ntean response time and the T1,..., T¡-1 insrde

the bracket indicates that

it is a function of these threshold points. The functions aÍe

likely to be non-linear ones and can be fitted by legression from sample data colÌected
1ì'om numelical lesults from

oul analysis. Then, non-lineal constlained optimization

techniques can be applied to find the sought optimum points [Murty95]. Commercially

available optimization softwares such as LINDO ILINDO] car.r now

do

such

optimizations with possibly thousands of parameters.
However, the objective can be varied according to the policy of the service provider
and pricing policies can be ir.r place as well. We argue that our methodology can be
applicable to those scenar-ios as well, because we know the direct relatior.rship betweelr
the perlbrmance neasures and the control parameters
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fron our

ar.ralysis

6

Results and Discussion

Fol' demonsllating the applicability

of our

analysis

in a practical scenario, we

conducted our: ar.ralytical method using a real web tlace [EPHttp]. We then valida¡ed tl.re

numerical r-esults by performìng sirnulation on the same trace data.
sections

we describe the

rnethodology

of our

ln

the folÌowing

analysis, tesults and simulation

experiments.

6.1 ComputatÍonal Methodology and Related Assumptions

All

the steps described ìn our models were programmed in Matlab [Matl-a], which

offers efficient matrix manipulation tools lequired for our analysis. Once the analytical
modeÌ is programmed, we feed

it with the rcquests fiom

a processed trace

file. We

use

the EPA-HTTP tface [EPhttp] that contains a day's wolth of all HTTP requests to the

EPA WWW servel located at Resear-ch Triangle Park, NC. From the trace filc, we
collected infolmation on request atrival times and requested
l'equests.

file

sizes

in each of

the

In the trace, the requests are logged in an ASCII formaL, one request per line

with information on the source IP, arrival tine, requested url, HTTP reply code and the
number of bytes delivered for the ull request.

We have seen in Chapter'2, that thele can be numerous criterìa on which the requests

in a web server can be classified. Available web traces, however, do not contain any
infor-mation on the classification Õf the lecorded web traffic.
absence

In our analysis, in

the

oi any indlcation of such classificatior.r in the trace, categodzing the rcquests was
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done by landomly assigning the l'equests to two classes,

l'ol then. Class

I

following some arrival rate ratio

is ttre QoS class and class 2 is the best-effort. The inter-arrival tin'res

were fitted to the exponential distribution with tnean arival rates per second

h= 2

whete

)q

and

þ

are the corresponding arrival rates

of

4= 3 and

classes

I

and

2

respectively. The queue limit fo¡ best-effort rcquests was set to 25.

For the selvice time distribution, we collected the file sìze infornation of
requested urls and adopted

selection

of the

the

a selvice processing speed of 400 Aåps. Note that, ùe

processing speed depends

on the selvcr characteristics

and

configurations, which can valy widely. Experin-renting with the actual selving times fol
differer.rt requests

in the actual server mây also provide us with the lelatior.rship between

the characteristics (such as tìle size) of the requested files and their processing times. For

our analysis, we take the âbove processing speed

fol

clen-ronstlation putpose.

In

a

practical scenarìo, we assume however thàt, thÌs preprocessing will be done as a separate
step before oul model is fed with the data. Thc resulting service time values were then

fìtted to a continuous phaseìype distribution. We used the EMpht software [EMSoft] to
perfolm thc fìtting ol'the phase-type distribution. The software impler.nents the n.rethod
developed by Aslr.russen, Nerman, and M. Olsson [AsNe96] using EM-algorithm. Fig.6
shows the cumuÌative distribution functions for the input and the fitted distribution of the
seLvice

tines. We see that the EM-algorithm method gives a very nice close fit fol our

inpuL traces.
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Fig. 6. CDF of service tirnes of requests in the trace fitted to phase-type

6.2 Numerical Results

Fig.7 shows the r:elatronship fol the QoS traffìc between the âverage response time
arrd the values

of the threshold point. As seen frorn the figurc, the mean response time for

the QoS requests rises with the increasrng values of the rhreshold
value is se[ to a low value, the servel

will switch to the QoS

Z. If the threshold

queue when or.rly a snall

number of QoS requests are queued up. Once the server switches to the QoS queue, it
scrves exhaustively. As a result, lower value of threshold

time of

tl.re QoS requests.

will leduce the overall waiting

Conversely, the avelage waiting tine of the QoS lequests
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Fig. 7. Mean response tine of QoS tr-affic vs. thleshold irr QoS queue

be higher, when threshold point js set to higher values. This explains the steady increase

of mean response time for QoS requests with rhe iucreasing threshoÌd.

Now, we see the behavior of the lesponse tirne for the best-effort traffic in Fig. 6 and

llnd an

intelestir.rg trend. The mean response t.ime

for the best-effort requests starts

decreasing with the increasing threshold set at the QoS queue. But, after the threshold
leaches a certain vahie, the rlean response time stafts rising with the increasing threshold
values. The rising trend persists thereafter. When the threshold in the QoS queue is very

low, the best-effort queue will have less opportunity to ge[ se]:ved, because even a small
nur.nber

of QoS lcquests being queued up will make the setver switch from the best-effort

queue- Setting threshold to a highel value should inclease the amount of time the best-

effort queue gets flom the servcr and reduce the meau response time. However, we
that this
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Fig. 8. Mean response time of best-effort traffic vs. threshold in QoS queue

renains true only ur.rtil some value of the threshold, beyor.rd which the response tine
increases

if

the threshold increases. We can explain this phenonenon

once the server switches to the QoS queue
agaìn. We see that,

if

it

serves

if we notice that,

it until that queue becomes empty

ttre threshold point is reached in the QoS queue while the selver is

currently selving in the best-effoÍ queue, the server- switches to the QoS queue after

finishing the current request in the best-effolt queue. If at that point, the number of
requests queued up in the QoS queue is higher', the ser-ver

will

take a longer

tine to finish

thern filst befole switching to the best-effolt queue again. Higher threshold obviously
makes

it mole likely to happen. As a result, the mean

response time

for the best-effolt

queue lises after this particular threshold point.

Fig. 8 shows the loss probability of the best-effort requests with varying threshold
points. It follows the sâme trend as the mean respolìse tilne in the best-effort queue. It
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Fig. 9. Loss Probability of best-effort traffic vs. threshold in QoS queue

slarts to dccrease at the beginning, but continues to rise after soue pârticular threshold

polnt. Note that, the loss probability is here the dlopping probability after a best-effolt
request entered the queue aftel being âdnitted, but was dlopped because of the linited
capacity of the best-effolt queue.

6.3 Achieving Optimization Objective: An Example
Givcn the above numerical results obtarned fì'om the analysis, Iet's assume that the
mean response time

fol QoS

requests is guaranteed to be at most 2.75 s¿co¡rds, Also

assume that the service provider determines h.is optimization objective

to be tl.ìe

minirnization of the mean response time of the best-effort requests, while maintaining
thjs gu¿Lrantee for the QoS requests. We can formulate this optimizatron objective in the
fo.llowing way:
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minimize Q(T)
sLLbject ta r1(T) <2.75 sec
T>0
We fit the resulting sar.nple points of mean respouse times fron out analysis to two
suitably selected non-linear functions giving acceptably good fittirlg, one lor each of the
queues. We used the DataFit software [Datafl, which finds the best fits for the data from

nearly hundreds of functions, Now, wc can rewrite the optimrzation objective with the
fitted functions:

minimize C1.115x10-04T3 + (7.165x10-3T2 -0.t18T*
wbjectto (-7.007 x1.O 4Tz + 6.376x1.0 2T +t.83¡ <z.zs
T>0

+.002¡

We then solve the above optimization ploblen'r using the LINDO [LINDO]
optimization software

ar.rd

get the optimal value for threshold Tl to be 10. This optimal

value of contlol pal'ameter Tl is validated also from the plots of the numelical results in
Fig, 7-8.

6.4 Simulation Results

To validate the analytical rnodel and its results we also ran sorlre
experiments using a discrete-event simulator Palsec [BaMe98].
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simulation

6.4.1 Simulation

Setup

We implen.rented the service policy described in the thesis, in a simulated web server.

A classifìer was implenented at the front end ìuterface of the web seryer. Two

sepa[ate

FIFO queues were implenented to hold the classified requests. Each of the incoming
rcquests was tagged with its ârrival time and request size information. We generated the
requests

liom the trace file following tlle Poisson at'tival process with the similar rates

âs

those used ìn the numerical analysis. The classifier took the incolring r:equests and then
rcdìrected them into two separate queues randomly. QoS lequests were directed to queue
1 and the best-effolt requests were directed

to queue 2. The random selection plocess is,

however, consistent with the relative alrival rates of the two classes of requests and with
tl.rat

in the numerical analysis. The second queue has the same capacity as the one used in

the numerical analysrs. when that queue becomes full, subsequent Ìequests are rejected.

The storage entity in the simulated web server is itnplemented as a disk whlch has
linear content lctrieval tin-re i.e. rcadrng a file fror.n the disk

will take time whlch

a

is

pfoportional to the stored file size. The time required to plocess tlle request is also
proportional to the sizc of the file lequested. The retrieval time and this processing tin-re
sum to the service time. As a lesult, the service tìme is also proportional to the request
size. The speed of tl.ìe service is kept equal to the value used in the numerical analysis.

After thô service time elapses, it is tagged with thc finish tin-re and delivered fron the
server entity to an analyze entity. The analyzer entity determines the total tesponse time

for the request by deducting the arlival time fiom the service finish time. Afier all the
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requests in the trace file are plocessed, mean response times are calculated by taking the
average.

6.4.2

Results

We conducted a number of sirnulation runs with different values of threshold for QoS
requests. Fig. 10-12 show the simr-rlation lesults by dotted lines beside the numerical
results fi'om our analytical model in solid lines. We can see that the simulation results

foÌlow the analyticaÌ results very closely and validate the numerical results.
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7

Conclusions and Future Work

ln this chapter, we sumnarize the wotks presented in this thesis, majol contributions
of this thesis and some possible futule directions.

We consider QoS aware web selveL and devise an analytic method to obtain

a

corrtrollable service diffelentiation policy fol it. The major contributions of this thesis ate

ls¡ed below:
We pr-oposed a diflèrentiated service policy in web selvers to control the quality

of

service plovided

to different classes of

requests. The policy

is

easily

deployable in existing web servers and provides great amount of contlol to the

operator. The web selver

is thus QoS-aware and can

allocate

its

resources

accotding to the QoS requirements of dilTerent classes of web traffic it hand.les.

We solvcd the resulting system model using a unique queueing theor:etic approach
and derived explessions for the perforr.narìce measules irì telms of the control
parameters used

in the difTerentiated

measures are expressed

service poücy. Since the pelformance

explicitly in telns of these par'âmeters. optirnization can

be donc using traditional optimization methods once a particular optimization
objective is givelr.

The system modeÌ developed for the mult.iclass scen¿u'io needs us to solve the
multiclass version of the threshold-based polling scheme as known in queueing
theory literatule. An in.rportant contribution of this thesis is the solution of this
queueing problem without assuming exponential sel'vice time distributior.r. No
11

known solution exists wl.rich considers ar-bitrary scrvice time distlibution othet'
than exponential. The assunption of exponential sewice tilne distribution in web
servers is impractical and

will give eroneous results in the analysis. We consider

phase{ype distribution which can virtually tnodel any practical service tilne
distribution. As a result, oul solution becomes the only known solution to the
pr-oblem thât can handle arbitlar:y service time distribution

by the abstÍaction

thr:ough phasc-type distributiou. We developed the solution using the matlixgeometric trrethod, which means it is fi'ee from disadvantages of tt'ansform based

merhods [AlLi03]. Even the two-queue model

of the threshold-based polling

scheme consideling phase-type service time dis¡ribution has no known solution

for performance analysis other than the solution presented in this thesis,

7.1 Future Work
This rese¿rch has opened some interesting directions for further research. Some of
them aÌe listed below.
Or.re

of the improvernents of the system model in this thesis would be to consider

arrival processes which are not Poisson. M¿u'kovian Arrival Ptocess (MAP) will
be n-rore practical as the arrival process and can be considered in our fu tut'e wotk.

In our plesent analysis, we do not consider caching in the web server. But, most
of the practical web servers implement caching and need to be considcred

ir.r the

model. In our future works, we aim to include the effect of caching and diffelent
caching schenes on the perfo.rmance measules as well.

l2

We only considel a single web ser-vel in this thesis. Many web hosting facilities
implement clusteled web servers to enhance peLformances. Though the singìe
server considered in the thesis can be thoughl of as an abstraction of the clustered

collection of

sel

vels, the mofe realistic analysis will be to consider the presence of

the multiple servers and the switching delays and overheads arnong then.

't3

Acronyms
CTMC

Continuous Tû¡e Markov Charn

IP

Internet Protocol

MAP

Markovian Al.rival Process

QBD

Quasi-Birth-Dezrth

QoS

Quality of Service

SLA

Service Level Agreement
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